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Abstract
Continuous technology scaling has brought us to a point, where
transistors have become extremely susceptible to cosmic radiation strikes, or soft errors. Inside the processor, caches are most
vulnerable to soft errors, and techniques at various levels of design abstraction, e.g., fabrication, gate design, circuit design, and
microarchitecture-level, have been developed to protect data in
caches. However, no work has been done to investigate the effect of
code transformations on the vulnerability of data in caches. Data
is vulnerable to soft errors in the cache only if it will be read by
the processor, and not if it will be overwritten. Since code transformations can change the read-write pattern of program variables, they significantly effect the soft error vulnerability of program variables in the cache. We observe that often opportunity exists to significantly reduce the soft error vulnerability of cache data
by trading-off a little performance. However, even if one wanted
to exploit this trade-off, it is difficult, since there are no efficient
techniques to estimate vulnerability of data in caches. To this end,
this paper develops efficient static analysis method to estimate program vulnerability in caches, which enables the compiler to exploit the performance-vulnerability trade-offs in applications. Finally, as compared to simulation based estimation, static analysis
techniques provide the insights into vulnerability calculations that
provide some simple schemes to reduce program vulnerability.
Categories and Subject Descriptors C.4 [PERFORMANCE OF
SYSTEMS]: Fault tolerance; C.3 [SPECIAL-PURPOSE AND
APPLICATION-BASED SYSTEMS]: Real-time and embedded systems
General Terms Design, Measurement, Reliability, Theory
Keywords cache vulnerability, static analysis, soft errors, code
transformation, compiler technique, embedded processors

1. Introduction
Soft errors are becoming an ever important concern for electronic
system designs manufactured in deep sub-micrometer fabrication
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technologies. Soft errors are transient faults caused due to several
sources, such as static noise in digital circuits, interconnect coupling, charge sharing noise etc., but radiation particle strikes are
responsible for more transient faults than all the other causes combined [30]. Soft errors are especially important for embedded systems which may be used inside humans, close to humans, in financial, medical, and security transactions, and even in hostile and
enemy territory, where there is a critical need for dependable information. Although the soft error rate in embedded devices such
as handhelds is about once-per-year today, due to its exponential
growth rate with technology generations, it is expected to reach
alarming levels of once-per-day in about a decade [13].
Inside a processor, memory elements are most susceptible to
soft errors, not only because they are typically the largest structures
by area and transistor count, but also because there is no logical
and temporal masking of soft errors in memories, and they operate
on lower voltage swings [5, 9, 17, 31]. In fact, according to [18],
more than 50% of soft errors happen in memories. Lower levels
of memories (farther from processor) can be relatively easily protected using ECC (Error Correcting Code) based techniques, but
protecting memories closer to the processor (i.e., L1 caches) results
in high overheads. Previous research [16, 23] has shown that implementing SEC-DED (Singe-Error Correction and Double-Error
Detection) can increase L1 cache access latency by up to 95%,
power consumption by up to 22%, and area cost by up to 18%.
Even if the performance overhead could be hidden, the power and
area overheads cannot. Moreover, due to high degree of process
variations, SEC-DED in caches is increasingly being used in covering up for manufacturing defects, leaving only parity checking
for many cache blocks. The other option of implementing doublebit error correction has extremely high overheads [1, 21]. Another
popular approach is to use write-through L1 caches. Write-through
L1 caches ensure at least two copies of the latest data, therefore,
they drastically reduce the vulnerability of data in caches, but it
greatly increases the memory traffic between the processor and the
lower levels of memory. Consequently, they are not desirable for
multi-core and multi-processor systems [12].
This paper explores an orthogonal solution space for protecting
data in caches - through software techniques. We observe that
data is vulnerable to soft errors in the cache only if it will be
read by the processor, and not if it will be overwritten. Basic
code transformations like loop interchange, loop fusion, and data
layout transformations like array interleaving, and array placement
can change the read/write pattern of variables in the cache, and
therefore should have significant effect on the vulnerability of data
in the cache.

To this end, in this paper, we develop analytical techniques to
estimate data vulnerability in caches. In spite of analytic techniques
being efficient, they provide insights which can be used to develop
simpler techniques to approximate; which is another critical limitation of simulation based techniques.
This paper makes several key contributions:
• Demonstrate that code transformations can significantly affect

vulnerability of program loops. Often, it is possible to trade-off
little performance loss for significant vulnerability reduction.
• Develop static analysis to accurately estimate vulnerability of

affine loops. This includes making suitable approximations to
trade-off accuracy of vulnerability estimation to computational
complexity.
• Realizing that vulnerability estimation is complex, we show

Figure 1. Runtime and data cache vulnerability for different loop
orders of matrix multiplication. Observation 1: Variation in vulnerability = 96%, Variation in runtime = 16%. Observation 2:
Loop order IJK has low runtime and low vulnerability. Observation 3: Runtime and vulnerability do not follow the same trend.

In order to demonstrate the effect of code transformations on
vulnerability and to motivate for the need for techniques to analytically estimate vulnerability, we perform a simple experiment
of loop interchange on the matrix multiplication kernel. The application involves three 2D arrays of 32x32 words, and data cache
of 1KB size, 32-byte block, direct-mapped, with write-back, and
write-allocate policies. L1 data cache vulnerability is measured using cycle-accurate simulation. Figure 1 shows the vulnerability and
runtime results for all six loop orders.
The first observation from the graph is that there is a much
greater variation in vulnerability (96%, from JKI to IKJ) than
in runtime (16%, from KJI to JIK). This shows that there is an
interesting trade-off between vulnerability and runtime – in the
sense that vulnerability can be significantly reduced at low runtime
overhead.
The second observation we make from this graph is that IJK
loop order has low runtime, and low vulnerability. In fact as compared to the least runtime loop order, JIK, we increase runtime
by less than 1%, while reducing the data-cache vulnerability by
more than 4X. This motivates for the need of finding such design/execution points, which simultaneously optimize runtime and
vulnerability.
Our final observation from the graph is that the trend of runtime and vulnerability is not dependent, and cannot be derived from
one another. This is a little counter-intuitive since to a first order of
approximation, increase in runtime should imply an increase in the
vulnerability, since the data spends more time in the cache. However, vulnerability depends on many other factors including program’s data access pattern, cache parameters, and data placement.
Therefore, to be able to find design/execution points which are
good both in terms of runtime and vulnerability, we need a scheme
to estimate the vulnerability of data in caches. Only cycle-accurate
simulation based techniques are known to estimate cache vulnerability. While they can certainly be used (e.g. in our motivating
example) to explore some code transformations, and optimize for
vulnerability and runtime, however there are limitations. Cycleaccurate simulation is very slow (only a few Kilo instructions-persecond [4]), and the design space for some compiler transformations can be very large. For example, using cycle-accurate simulation to explore design space for array placement for even a 32
x 32 matrix multiplication will take months on a 2 GHz dual-core
processor system. Thus there is a need for efficient techniques to
estimate cache vulnerability of programs.

how our understanding from analytical vulnerability calculations can be used much more simply.

2. Related Work
Solutions to mitigate the impact of soft errors are being sought after
at all levels of computer design e.g., careful selection and screening of materials [2], SOI fabrication technologies [6], increasing the
transistor size, adding passive capacitance, or changing the transistor types with threshold voltage shifts, adding gated resistors [29],
partially protected caches [15], software duplication [28], to triple
modular redundancy [25].
As opposed to hardware techniques, software techniques reserve the advantages of flexibility of application, and therefore the
overheads thereof. Indeed, the most important benefit of software
schemes is as a last-minute fix. For example, if it is required to
improve the system reliability after system design, then only software techniques may be easily applicable. Most existing software
approaches that attempt to improve reliability and mitigate the effect of soft errors are based on some form of program duplication [8, 11, 22, 28], and therefore incur severe power and resource
overhead. This work is fundamentally different from all those previous software approaches – we study code transformations that
will improve the reliability of application programs – without reexecuting any instruction of the program. Therefore our techniques
can have much less power, performance, and resource overheads.
Caches are one of the most vulnerable microarchitectural components in the processor and several techniques have been developed to reduce failures due to soft errors in caches, e.g. [3, 15,
20, 32], however the effect of code transformations, and in general compilers has not been evaluated. While there has been recent work in developing compiler techniques for register file protection [14, 35], there are no compiler approaches to mitigate the
impact of soft errors in caches. Vulnerability [19] is the measure
of failure rate of caches, and only simulation-based techniques are
known to estimate it [32]. The ability to estimate the vulnerability
for any given code is fundamental to not only driving, but even developing any compilation technique to optimize for vulnerability,
and in general, simulation based techniques are not usable. This
underscores the need for more efficient techniques to estimate vulnerability of data in caches.
This paper proposes a static analysis to estimate program analysis, and our approach builds upon cache miss analysis [10]. While
there is a more general approach [7] to model reuses in Presburger
arithmetic [26], we use the reuse-vector based approach [34], since
it is much more tractable. We use the Omega library [26] to perform polygon union and intersection operations and Polylib [24] to
count the number of points in the polygons containing vulnerable
iterations.

3. Background
3.1

Program Model

As is common with many static loop analysis techniques (e.g.,
[7, 10]), we consider a single loop nest, whose loop bounds and array index expressions are defined by affine functions of the enclosing loop indices. We also assume that all the load/store references
inside a nest correspond to only the array references. Scalars can be
analyzed as single element arrays. We use reuse vectors to find the
last access, which further requires that references generate memory addresses in a uniform manner. In this paper we consider only
perfectly nested loops and assume that the loop body has no conditional statement other than the loop itself. We also assume that
memory accesses are made only through array references and arrays do not overlap (no alias). In practice, however, the constraints
in our program model are not too restrictive. [10] showed by an
empirical study, that most of the runtime-wise important loop nests
in standard benchmark suits, like SpecFP are amenable to these
analysis constraints.
3.2

Architecture Model

The basic architecture modeled here is a uni-processor model with
a single-level, data cache hierarchy. It will be possible to extend
the analysis to multi-level cache hierarchies, but, lower level of
caches are relatively easily and routinely protected through ECCbased hardware techniques. We assume a direct-mapped cache with
write-allocate policy, implying that if the processor writes to a
cache block, and the cache block is not present in the cache, it is
brought into the cache before writing on it.
3.3

Terminology

A Reference is a static memory read or write operation in the program whereas an access refers to a dynamic instance of a reference [10]. In the example illustrated in Figure 2 (a), Ra = a[j],
and Rb = b[i] are references. For N = 4, each of them is invoked
16 times, and each invocation is an access.
The iterations of an n-level nested loop can be represented
by an n-dimensional convex polytope I ⊂ Z n bounded by the
loop bounds, called Iteration Space (outermost loop index being
the first element in the vector). Each point in an iteration space
represents an iteration of the loop nest. Similar to Chatterjee et
al. [7] we augment each iteration with reference ID to represent
access (IDs are given in the order in which they will be accessed in
the loop of interest). We then define the Access Space as A =
{(~j, R) | ~j ∈ I, R ∈ R}, where R is the set of IDs for all
references. In the example, the access space of reference Ra is
shown by the 4 × 4 grid of points in the light square, while that
of Rb is shown by the points in the dark square in Figure 2 (b).
Like iterations, accesses are ordered. An access (~j, R) precedes
another access (~k, S) if (~j, R) is lexicographically less than (~k, S),
or (~j, R) ≺ (~k, S). 1 We use access and iteration interchangeably
when considering only one reference.
The mapping from an iteration to memory address for a reference is called it’s access function, AFR : I → Z, and the set of
all possible memory addresses accessed is the Memory Space of
the program. Figure 2 (c) shows the memory space of the program,
where both arrays have 4 elements. Array a starts from the origin,
and array b starts immediately after it ends. The access function of
reference Ra is AFRa (i, j) = Sa + j, where Sa = 0 is the starting address of the array a in the memory. To model caches, we note
1 Note:

The lexicographical size of a vector ~v , denoted by ||~v || and simply
called size, is defined as the number of points that are lexicographically
less than ~v in the iteration space. Greater/smaller/minimum is also in the
lexicographical sense.

Figure 2. Access Space and Access Relations: (a) Ra = a[j] is
a reference, while each instance of it when the program executes
is an access. (b) 16 points in the i × j space denotes the iteration
space, and 2 sets of these points, one for reference Ra and one
for Rb constitute the access space. (c) Accesses (0, 1, Ra ) and
(1, 1, Ra ) have a reuse relation since they access the same memory
address. (d) Accesses (2, 2, Ra ), and (3, 3, Rb ) access the same
cache block, therefore they have a conflict relation, while accesses
(1, 1, Ra ) and (2, 2, Ra ) are unrelated since they access different
cache blocks.
that data is organized as blocks in caches. The cache block function CB gives the cache block number for a memory address. Thus
CB : Z → Z. The set of block numbers is called Cache Space.
n
For a direct mapped cache, CB(n) = ( CS
)%BS, where CS is the
cache size, and BS is the block size of the cache. In the example
in Figure 2 (d), the cache has 2 blocks, each of size 2 elements.
Every pair of memory accesses have either a reuse relation,
a conflict relation, or are unrelated. Two accesses have a reuse
relation if they access the same memory address. In Figure 2,
the access (0, 1, Ra ) and (1, 1, Ra ) access the same address in
memory (corresponding to the location of a[1], therefore they have
a reuse relation. Given a memory access, ~a = (~j, R), any access
(~k, S) that has reuse relation with it is called a reuse access of ~a,
and ~k is called a reuse iteration of ~j. Of particular interest is the last
reuse access ~a, and which is just the latest of reuse accesses among
those that precede ~a. Reuse vectors are used to succinctly capture
last reuse access for references [34]. The reuse vector for Ra is
r~a = (1, 0), and the reuse vector for reference Rb is r~b = (0, 1).
Two accesses have a conflict relation if they access different memory address, but the same cache block. In Figure 2, access (2, 2, Ra ) and (3, 3, Rb ) access different memory addresses,
a[2], and b[3] respectively, but access the same cache block, CB1.
Therefore accesses (2, 2, Ra ) and (3, 3, Rb ) conflict with each
other. Finally, if both the memory addresses and the cache blocks
of two accesses are different, then the two accesses are unrelated.
In Figure 2, accesses (1, 0, Ra ) and (2, 2, Ra ) are unrelated, since
they access different cache blocks.
In the absence of aliasing (e.g., the arrays are non-overlapping,
the references are always accessed by their true names), there is no
reuse between accesses of different references. However, there still
may be conflicts between accesses of different references. Finally,
if cache block size is equal to one element, there is just one reuse
vector per reference to an array.

4. Cache Miss Equations
Any memory access that has a preceding reuse access but has no
conflict access between itself and its last reuse access must result in
a cache hit. Conversely, a conflict access between the two accesses

to the same address will cause a cache miss in a direct-mapped
cache. Thus in order to identify cache hits and misses, we need
to know only two things: i) last reuse access, and ii) whether a
conflicting access exists or not.
Finding conflicts among accesses is easy. We know that two accesses (~j, R), and (~k, S) conflict iff CB(AFR (j)) = CB(AFS (k)).
Finding the last reuse access is a little tricky. First lets assume that
there is only one reference to an array, and there is only one reuse
vector per reference. Then for the reference R, we assume that ~r is
the reuse vector, then by definition of reuse vectors, if some memory address is accessed in iteration ~j, then it was last accessed in
iteration (~j − ~r), and both access the cache block CB(AFR (j)).
Now by our definition of cache miss, there will be a miss iff, some
other reference, say S, accesses the same cache block in iterations
(~j − ~r) through ~j. This is captured in the Cache Miss Equation:
S ~ ~
CM ER
(j, k, ~r) := (CB(AFR (~j)) = CB(AFS (~k)))
∧ ((~j − ~r) ≺ ~k ≺ ~j)

(1)

It states that the reference R will experience cache miss at iteration
~j along the reuse vector ~r, due to another reference S in iteration
~k, iff they access the same cache block. If the equality is satisfied
for any value of ~k, there is a cache miss at iteration ~j. Now we can
collect the iterations in which miss occurs:
S
S ~ ~
M IR
(~r) = {~j ∈ I | ∃~k ∈ I, CM ER
(j, k, ~r)}
(2)
S
M IR
is the set of all iterations ~j in which there is a cache miss for
accesses of reference R due to a conflict with another reference S,
along the reuse vector ~r.
Till now we have only considered misses because of one other
reference S. If there are multiple references, then there will be a
miss at iteration ~j, if there is a conflicting access due to any of the
other references. Therefore,
[
S
M IR (~r) =
M IR
(~r)
(3)
S∈R

M IR (~r) will be the set of all iterations ~j at which a cache miss
occurs due to a conflict with any other reference (except another
reference to the same array) by conflicting with the reuse due to
reuse vector ~r.
Now if there are multiple references to the same array, then it
will result in multiple reuse vectors. There can be more than one
reuse vectors, even if the cache block size is more than one element.
In that case, there is spatial reuse [10]. When there are multiple
reuse vectors, then, a cache miss will occur at iteration ~j, if there is
a cache miss due to the smallest reuse vector. Noting that if there
is a miss due to smallest reuse vector, then even the longer reuse
vectors must suffer a cache miss, we can simply use the intersection
operator. Therefore,
\
\ [

S
M IR =
M IR (~ri ) =
M IR
(~ri )
(4)
i

i

S∈R

M IR will contain the set of all iterations ~j at which a cache miss
occurs for accesses of reference R due to any reuse vector, and any
other reference. All the misses in the loop is then just a collection
of misses of each reference.

5. Cache Vulnerability and Challenges in
Estimation
Cache vulnerability (CV) is defined as the number of vulnerable
bits in the cache, summed over the duration of a program execution,
measured in byte-cycles. A bit is vulnerable if a soft error in it
can destroy architecturally correct execution [19] of the processor.

Any bit that is going to be overwritten is not vulnerable. Any bit
in the data array that is protected with parity bit is not vulnerable
if the cache block is clean and the bit is going to be accessed
while the block remains clean. This is because a clean block can
be simply invalidated if an error is detected in it. We assume, that
all lines are protected by a parity bit, and therefore clean lines are
not vulnerable.
Only cycle-accurate simulation based schemes are known for
cache vulnerability estimation. While simulation based techniques
are time consuming, they can be used in extremely embedded applications, where neither the program flow, or the data changes.
However, if the data and its size can change, then simulation based
techniques are of little help. In addition, the design space of some
code transformations and data layout optimizations is so large, that
exhaustive simulation is infeasible. Thus, except for in extremely
embedded systems, an efficient technique to estimate data cache
vulnerability is needed to decide on code transformations and data
layout optimizations. An analytical model to estimate cache vulnerability offer the additional advantage of insights that we gain, and
can then be utilized either apply these technique more to a different
architecture/data set. In addition, it also provides a systematic and
more informed mechanism to trade-off accuracy for the analysis
time.
We build our cache vulnerability estimation technique similar to
cache miss equations, but estimating cache vulnerability is far more
complicated than cache misses. Cache miss equations estimate the
number of cache misses, which is a subset of the cache accesses
to the same data. In comparison, cache vulnerability is the sum of
“time duration” between two consecutive accesses to the same data,
when the second access is a read, and the data that was accessed
was dirty. The two main complications in vulnerability estimation,
as compared to estimating cache misses are: i) Notion of “time”
between accesses, and ii) More information about the accesses,
e.g., whether the accesses is a read or write, the knowledge of
whether the data was “dirty” at the time of access.
While the second problem is simpler (in theory) and can be
solved by adding more detailed information about references, the
first is a fundamentally challenging problem. To compute cache
misses, fundamentally for every access we only define a Boolean
function AM : A → {0, 1} from the access space indicating
whether there was a miss at the access. The misses in the program
are then just specified as a subset of the access space, i.e., M iss =
{~a | AM (~a) = 1, ~a ∈ A}. While enumerating the elements of
M iss is doubly exponential [7], the number of cache misses can
be found in polynomial time by simply counting the number of
elements in the set [10].
In contrast, to compute cache vulnerability, we need to define an
Integer function AV : A → Z which captures the vulnerability of
the data since it was last accessed. The program vulnerability can
then be computed
by adding the vulnerabilities of each access, i.e.,
P
V ul = ~a∈A AV (~a). One of the main challenges in computing
cache misses is of converting the integer function into sets, such
that the total vulnerability can be computed by finding the number
of elements in a set.
Other practical challenges in vulnerability estimation is that
analysis at iteration granularity is required, as compared to estimating cache misses in which analysis at cache access granularity
suffices. Furthermore, since the dirty information in caches is maintained at a block level of granularity, a whole block is considered
vulnerable if any single bit in it is vulnerable. This makes modeling
cache vulnerability at word or byte granularity challenging. This is
because, a word may be vulnerable even if there are no access to it
at all – it can be vulnerable if the blocks containing them are dirty!
Finally, even if we can exactly compute CV by considering all
these factors, such a model is likely to be very complicated (as we

6.2 Representing Integer Function

Figure 3. Access Vulnerability is the vulnerability from the last
accumulated from the last access to the same data. Cold Miss:
The vulnerable duration for the first access is 0. Cache Hit: The
vulnerable duration is the length of the smallest reuse vector. Cache
Miss: The vulnerable duration is the distance from the previous
access to the first interfering access.

will see in the paper), so as to jeopardize its practical use. Thus,
an important challenge in vulnerability estimation is also to be
able to make trade-off between modeling complexity and modeling
accuracy, so that we can develop a relatively simple, yet accurate
model of cache vulnerability.

6. Cache Vulnerability Equations
6.1

A central problem in CV modeling is how to represent the integer
function AV . Recall that AM is a Boolean function, which can be
easily represented as a set. Our solution is to augment the vector ~j
in (2) with a scalar c, and let c take on all integer values less than
the vulnerability l: {(~j, c) | 0 ≤ c < l = ||~k∗ || − ||~
p||, · · · }.
Essentially we diversify each ~j exactly l times, so that we can
get the total vulnerability simply by counting the elements of the
set. However, still it is not obvious how to express ~k∗ . Since ~k∗ is
the earliest conflict iteration we would like to say ~k∗ = min{~k},
or ~k∗ ≤ ~k, ∀~k. However, ~k is already qualified with existential
quantifier (∃), and moreover adding universal quantifier (∀) causes
the equation to be only a general Presburger formula and not a
simpler Diophantine equation, greatly increasing the complexity.
We resolve this problem by counting nonvulnerability instead,
i.e., the size of a reuse vector minus the vulnerability. Thus we first
calculate vulnerability capacity, and subtract nonvulnerability from
it to compute real vulnerability.
Access vulnerability AVr of reference r with only one reuse
vector ~v :
AN VRS (~r) = {(~j ∈ I, c) | ∃~k ∈ I,
~ ~ r)}
0 ≤ c < ||~j|| − ||~k||, CMES
R (j, k, ~
AN VR (~r) =

AN VRS (~r)

(6)

S

Access Vulnerability

Unlike cache misses, which is an “event”, vulnerability is computed
as an “interval”, or “duration”. The key idea in computing vulnerability is to associate it with each access. The Access Vulnerability,
AV : A → Z of an access ~a = (~j, R) is the vulnerability of the datum at the memory location M FR (~j), since it was last accessed. If
~a is the first access to the data, then the datum is not considered vulnerable, or AV (~a) = 0. Similarly, if if this access is a write access,
then it is not considered vulnerable. The reason is, that the datum is
overwritten, and any error in it since the last access is inconsequential. Also if if the datum was not dirty at the time of access, then the
datum is not considered vulnerable. This is because we assume that
parity protection will detect the error, and the correct value can be
read from the lower levels of memory, which we consider protected
(through use of ECC or any other scheme).
The access vulnerability is non-zero only when the the access is
a “read”, and the datum was dirty at the time of access. However,
the value of vulnerability depends on whether the access is a cache
hit or a miss. If the access is a cache hit, then the datum was
vulnerable for the whole duration from the last access to this access.
Suppose that R is the only reference to the array, and it has only one
reuse vector ~r. Then the datum that is accessed by ~a = (~j, R) was
last accessed by ~b = ((~j − ~r), R). If the access ~a = (~j, R) is
a cache hit, then the datum was vulnerable for the whole duration
from (~j − ~r) through ~j, i.e., AV (~a) = ||~r|| (shown in Figure 3).
However, if the access ~a = (~j, R) is a cache miss, then this datum
was replaced by a conflicting access, say ~c = (~k, S), at iteration ~k.
Therefore, the datum was in the cache only from iteration (~j − ~r)
through ~k. After this, from iteration ~k through ~j, the datum was
in the lower levels of memory, which we consider “protected”.
Therefore, AV (~a) = ||~k − (~j − ~r)||. However, even in the case
when there are only two references, and only a single reuse vector
per reference, the other reference may access and conflict more than
once between accesses ~b and ~a. In this case, we must consider only
the distance from the last access (~j − ~r) to the first access that
interferes k~∗ = min(~k). All these cases are illustrated in Figure 3.

[

(5)

AVR = ||~r|| · |I| − |AN VR (~r)|
(7)
Working with nonvulnerability also makes it easier to consider
multiple references, as shown in (6). Further, read-hit iterations are
automatically taken care of in this formula; for a hit iteration ~j,
(5) returns null since no ~k exists, and (7) returns the correct value.
However, cold miss iterations should be excluded, which is not
done by the formula.
6.3 Multiple Reuse Vectors
The formula (5)–(7) has two limitations: incorrect handling of
cold miss iterations, and considering only a single reuse vector.
Those two limitations are closely related and can be solved at
once by extending the concept of reuse vector with domain. In our
formulation as well as in CME, reuse vectors serve the purpose
of limiting the search space for conflict miss to the previous m
iterations, where m is given by the size of a reuse vector. Ideally,
m should be given by the last reuse iteration (LRI). However, exact
computation of LRI is intractable in the general case, but most often
it can be found from reuse vectors. A reuse vector ~r of reference R
is derived from
M FR (~j − ~r) = M FR (~j)
(8)
which suggests ~j − ~r is a possible LRI of ~j. In order for that to be
the case, two conditions must be met: i) ~r should be valid on ~j for
(8), ii) there should be no smaller reuse vector valid on ~j. We call
the set of iterations where a reuse vector is valid for (8), the domain
of the reuse vector. Certainly, domain can be defined for any reuse
vector.
While there can be iterations that are not included in any domain
(they are cold miss iterations), we can easily find the smallest reuse
vector for any iteration that is included in at least one domain.
Given a set of reuse vectors {~ri } sorted in their sizes, i.e., ~r1 ≺
~r2 ≺ · · · , and the corresponding set of domains {Di }, we define
differential domains, {Pi }, as follows.
Pi = Di − Di−1 − · · · − D1

(9)

Differential domain Pi is the set of iterations in which ~ri is the
smallest reuse vector. Clearly, differential domains are mutually
disjoint, and do not include any cold miss iteration. Now we can
easily extend (5)–(7).
AN VRS (~ri , Pi ) = {(~j ∈ Pi , c) | ∃~k ∈ I, ∃n ∈ Z,
~ ~ ri , n)} (10)
0 ≤ c < ||~j|| − ||~k||, CMES
R (j, k, ~
AN VR (~ri , Pi ) =

[

AN VRS (~ri , Pi )

(11)

S

AVR =

X

||~ri || · |Pi | − |AN VR (~ri , Pi )|



(12)

i

6.4

Access Type and Cache block State

So far we have considered how to model the effect of cache hit/miss
on CV. Now we consider how to model the effect of read vs.
write difference. AVR in (12) is accurate for read accesses. For
write accesses we need to exclude vulnerability due to hit accesses,
which we call hit-nonvulnerability. Hit-nonvulnerability, HN VR :
X
HN VR =
||~ri || · |HIR (~ri , Pi )|
(13)
i

HIR (~ri , Pi ) = Pi − M IR (~ri )

(14)

where M IR (~vi ) is calculated by (2)–(3).
Modeling cache block state is less obvious than access type.
Exact modeling requires looking even beyond LRI (= ~j−~r) for any
write to the same memory block, with the search space expanded up
to the next conflict access. Compared to the formulation developed
so far, which needs to find only one conflict iteration (~k), this
new modeling requires two more (write reuse, the next conflict),
which will greatly impact the complexity. Fortunately, for loops
with uniformly-generated references we have a much simpler rule.
Among uniformly-generated references we can define a total order
from their leading/trailing relationship. For instance, in a i-j loop
nest, A[i][j] trails A[i+2][j +3] at the distance of [2, 3], which is in
fact one of the reuse vectors of A[i][j]. We consider that a reference
accesses only clean blocks if it does not follow a write reference.
The other references are considered to access dirty blocks. We
understand that this simple rule is only an approximation and is
not always correct. However, it can be very easily applied and yet
highly accurate if a write reference has no group reuse or the group
reuse vector is small, which is the case in many loops including
matrix multiplication.
6.5

Post-access Vulnerability

Our access vulnerability can account for only the portion of CV
that becomes certain by the last access to each memory block. After the last access, there can be no more reuse but only zero or more
conflict accesses. If a conflict access exists, the vulnerable interval
extends to the first conflict access; otherwise, the vulnerable interval extends to the end of the program (provided that the block is
dirty). Thus we need to find out i) the set of iterations in which the
last accesses (per memory block) are made, and ii) the lengths of
vulnerable intervals.
First, given a reference R, the set P∗ of iterations for last
accesses can be found from the ranges, {Ri }, of reuse vectors,
{~ri }. Range is defined similarly to domain except that −~v is replaced with +~v in (8). Then it follows from the definition that
P∗ is the set of iterations that are not included in any range, or
P∗ = I − R1 − R2 − · · · . Second, the vulnerable interval is either |I| − ||~j|| or ||~k∗ || − ||~j||, whichever is the smaller, where
~k∗ is the earliest of, if any, future conflict iterations. Again we use
nonvulnerability to find this interval. Post-access vulnerability of

Algorithm 1 Find access vulnerability of all references
1: for all R ∈ R that can access dirty cache blocks do
2:
integer (vulnerability of R): VR ← 0
3:
Find all the reuse vectors ~ri and their domains Di
4:
for all i in the increasing order of ||~ri || do
5:
Find Pi from {Di }
6:
for all S ∈ R do
7:
Find AN VRS (~ri , Pi ) /* CME extended for CV */
8:
end for
9:
integer: AN VR (i) ← |∪S AN VRS (~ri , Pi )|
10:
VR ← VR + ||~ri || · |Pi | − AN VR (i)
11:
end for
12:
if R is a write reference then
13:
Compute HN VR using CME
14:
VR ← VR − HN VR
15:
end if
16: end for
reference R is P VR = |UR | − |P N VR |, where UR = {(~j ∈
P∗ , c) | 0 ≤ c < |I| − ||~j||} and P N VR , the post-access nonvulnerability, is the union of all the post-access nonvulnerabilities
P N VRS from different references S. Finally, P N VRS = {(~j ∈
~ ~
P∗ , c) | 0 ≤ c < |I| − ||~k||, ∃~k ∈ I, ∃n ∈ Z,CME’S
R (j, k, n)},
0
~
~
where CME is CME with (j, R) ≺ (k, S) substituting for the
original range constraint.
6.6 Implementation and Complexity
Algorithm 1 lists the procedure to compute access vulnerability for
all references in a loop (post-access vulnerability can be computed
similarly). The core of this procedure is writing extended CMEs
(line 7) and counting the integer points in them (line 9). CME, extended or not, is a set of constraints that specify a polytope possibly using existential quantifier, and counting integer points in
such a polytope can be done in polynomial time using the barvinok library [33], which is based on PolyLib [24]. However, further
complication comes from the union operation in between (line 9),
which exists in CME as well. There are several ways to handle
unions. A simple method is to convert unions into intersections (intersections pose no problem) using the inclusion-exclusion property (|A ∪ B| = |A| + |B| − |A ∩ B|), which has unfortunately
an exponential complexity. Another way is to use Pugh’s method of
converting unions into disjoint unions [27]. Counting the number of
integer points is repeated for each reuse vector (line 4) and for each
reference that can access dirty cache blocks (line 1). In our current implementation the complexity is dominated by the handling
of union operator, and is O(c·N ·2|R| ), where c is the average time
for handling unions, and N is the total number of reuse vectors of
references that can access dirty blocks.

7. Experiments
7.1 Vulnerability and Runtime Trade-off
Here we demonstrate through simulation, that interesting trade-off
exists between vulnerability and runtime of applications. At the first
glance, it seems that as the runtime increases, the vulnerability of
the program should also increase, and therefore they are closely
coupled. While this is true in general, there is a very significant
impact of the access pattern on the cache behavior, significantly
changing the amount of vulnerable data present in the cache, and
therefore this direct coupling may not be realized. We show this by
experimenting on several loop transformations. We collected important loop kernels from the SPEC 2000 and multimedia benchmark suites. We modified the SimpleScalar [4] simulator to com-
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Figure 4. Runtime vs. Vulnerability: Opportunities to greatly reduce vulnerability at little performance cost exist.
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Simulation
#CM
CV(bc)
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1.71M
788
4.67M
418
5.07M
1746 16.71M
598 22.59M
1544 33.06M
−

RT(c)
41.2K
45.9K
39.0K
68.5K
42.5K
65.4K

Table 1. Vulnerability results for mmult, N=12. Legend - CV:
cache vulnerability, CM: cache miss, ACV: adjusted CV, RT: runtime, (li): line-iteration, (bc): byte-cycle, and (c): cycle.

7.2 Model Validation
pute the data cache vulnerability. The sim-outorder simulator has
been parameterized to model a simple in-order embedded processor with L1 data cache of size 32KB, direct mapped, with 32 byte
cache block size, and 25 cycle miss penalty. The benchmarks are
compiled with gcc(version 2.95.3) using the ’-O’ option to ensure
that the compiler does reschedule the loops.
Figure 4 plots the variation in the runtime and vulnerability
of the L1 data cache for three popular loop and data transformations, loop interchange, loop fusion, and array interleaving. For
each transformation, we find the setting that results in the minimum
vulnerability and the setting that results in the maximum vulnerability. The vulnerability variation is then computed as difference in
the vulnerabilities of these configuration divided by the vulnerability in the maximum vulnerability setting. The runtime variation is
also computed using the minimum and maximum vulnerability settings. For example, for loop interchange on matrix multiplication,
Figure 1 shows, that the maximum vulnerability loop order is JKI,
and the minimum vulnerability loop order is IKJ. The runtime and
vulnerability variations are computed for these configurations. For
loop fission there are only two setting, either the loops are fused, or
they are separate (fission). Similarly there are two settings for the
array interleaving case, either all the arrays are separate, or all the
arrays in the loop are interleaved.
Next to application names the letter, T or W, in parentheses indicates the direction of variation; vulnerability and runtime move
in the opposite directions (trade-off or T) or in the same direction
(win-win or W). In about half the applications (particularly for loop
interchange), we observe trade-off relationship between vulnerability and runtime, typically with much less variation in runtime (46%
vulnerability variation vs. 16% runtime variation, on average). This
means that for some applications we can greatly reduce vulnerability while affecting performance very little, reconfirming our motivation for cost-effective soft error approaches by compilers. In a
win-win situation, on the other hand, we can get automatic vulnerability reduction by choosing performance-optimal loop transformations.
Clearly the percentage variation in runtime and vulnerability is
sensitive on the relative size of the application data and cache size
and other cache and memory parameters. For example, if the cache
is extremely small, and all accesses miss, then will be little impact of loop orders on either cache misses, or the vulnerability.
Similarly, if the cache is quite large, and there are only capacity
misses, then again there will be no variation in the runtime and
vulnerability of the loops. However, in general, we expect the variation in vulnerability to be much more magnified than the variation
in the runtime, due to the multiplicative effect of misses in vulnerability computation. To exploit vulnerability-runtime trade-offs,
techniques to estimate vulnerability are required, and efficient techniques (like Cache Miss Equations for performance) will be needed
if we want the compiler to make these trade-offs automatically.

To validate our static analysis as well as to demonstrate its effectiveness and usefulness in program optimization we use the matrix
multiply loop kernel. Our static analysis is performed using an automated analysis flow, which first derives reuse vectors and their
domains from application description, then generates vulnerability equations, and finally calculates cache vulnerability using an
integer-point counting engine. Simulation is performed using the
SimpleScalar cycle-accurate simulator [4]. In all our experiments
we assume that the L1 data cache is write-back and direct-mapped,
with 32-byte line size. The cache size is set to 1∼4 KBytes depending on the application’s memory footprint. Small cache sizes
are chosen not only to model embedded systems but also to induce
frequent cache misses, which will create more variety in the number of cache misses and cache vulnerability, and thus make it more
challenging to predict the cache behavior.
Loop interchange is a well-known loop optimization that changes
the order of loops in a loop nest. Since it can completely reorder
the memory accesses in a loop, loop interchange can greatly affect cache vulnerability as well as cache misses. As we will see in
our experimental results, there is usually much greater variation in
cache vulnerability than in the number of cache misses. Moreover,
the loop order with the least number of cache misses is not always
the one with the lowest cache vulnerability. This suggests that in
order to address reliability issues, compilers should specifically
target vulnerability reduction rather than just cache miss reduction.
Table 1 compares the cache vulnerability of mmult (matrix multiplication) computed by our static analysis and by simulation. The
adjusted cache vulnerability (ACV) is calculated using the number
of cache misses (#CM) predicted by the CM equations [10] with
modifications due to domains. The rows are sorted in the increasing
order of simulation CV in byte-cycles (7th column). The last row
lists the correlation coefficient between each column on the analytical side and the corresponding column on the simulation side, with
ACV corresponding to CV in byte-cycles on the simulation side.
First, we can see that the second column (analytical CV in lineiterations) exactly matches the fifth column (CV in line-iteration
from simulation). Mmult has nontrivial access pattern in that all
three references have different pairs of spatial and temporal reuse
vectors. Thus this validation result gives some assurance of our CV
equations. In the table, we also observe that the number of cache
misses predicted by the CM equations, with modifications due to
domains, is 100% accurate as compared to simulation. Finally, the
ACV numbers also closely follow the simulation results, with a
very high correlation.
Besides the basic validation results, there are interesting points
to observe from the table. First, the CV variation is much higher
than CM variation or RT (runtime) variation. Cache vulnerability,
as measured in byte-cycles from simulation, varies from 1.71M
to 33.06M, or more than 19 times, whereas the number of cache
misses and runtime vary by mere 3.2 and 1.7 times respectively.
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Table 2. Vulnerability results for mmult, N=14. Legend - CV:
cache vulnerability, CM: cache miss, ACV: adjusted CV, RT: runtime, (li): line-iteration, (bc): byte-cycle, and (c): cycle.
Therefore the effect of compiler optimizations for cache vulnerability can be greater than for cache misses. Second, the loop order
for the minimum RT is not the same as the one for the minimum CV.
The original loop order, which is marked with an asterisk in the first
column, has minimum CM and consequently minimum runtime as
well. However, if we choose another loop order, marked with a dagger, the cache vulnerability can be reduced by almost three times
while the runtime is increased by only 5.7% (The minimum-CV
loop-order can be correctly predicted by our analysis as shown in
the table). Please note that the cache vulnerability in byte-cycles
already takes into account the effect of increased runtime; therefore, the three times reduction in CV is the real reduction that we
can expect to see in the soft error rate of the data array of L1 data
cache. The above two points strongly suggest the need and scope
of compiler optimizations to reduce cache vulnerability, which has
been neglected in traditional loop optimizations focusing on cache
misses only. Our static analysis can be an important first step toward compiler optimizations for cache reliability.
A potential weakness of our technique, as it relies on reuse
vectors to simplify the equations, is the inaccuracy of reuse vectors
and their domains. The prediction of reuse vectors on the last reuse
access can become less accurate at the boundary of the iteration
space. In our first example where N = 12, the iteration space
is divided by the cache line size in all its dimensions (a cache
line contains exactly four array elements of double word each). If
we change N to 14, the boundary effect starts to appear, which
is shown in Table 7.2. In the table we notice that even the CM
equations start to disagree with simulation although the overall
correlation is very high. Comparing Columns 2 and 5 (CV in lineiterations), our CV equations tend to be more accurate in low
CV region while it amplifies in high CV region. Our CV analysis
sometimes loses on the details but it accurately captures the overall
trend. Most importantly, the ordering in the adjusted CV exactly
matches the ordering in the simulation CV in byte-cycles. Again in
this example, we observe the same pattern that the loop order for
minimum CM is different from that of minimum CV, and there is
much more to gain in terms of cache vulnerability if we can make
a little trade-off in terms of runtime.
7.3

Analytical Optimization Case Study

Many loop transformations significantly affect cache vulnerability,
often much more than cache misses. While our cache vulnerability
equations can be used to accurately compute the total cache vulnerability of a loop nest, and thus can guide compiler optimizations,
evaluating the equations is not always easy due to the limitations
of back-end tools. Here we showcase alternative use cases of our
cache vulnerability equations, using data placement.
7.3.1

Array Placement

In loops, array placement can dramatically affect the number of
cache misses and cache vulnerability. There are two ways to change

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )
for ( j = 0 ; j < N ; j++ ) {
Aj,i+1 = f1 (Pj,i+1 , Pj,i , Uj,i+1 )
Bj+1,i = f2 (Pj+1,i , Pj,i , Vj+1,i )
Cj+1,i+1 = f3 (Vj+1,i+1 , Vj+1,i , Uj+1,i+1 ,
Uj,i+1 , Pj,i , Pj,i+1 , Pj+1,i+1 , Pj+1,i )
Dj,i = f4 (Pj,i , Uj,i+1 , Uj,i , Vj+1,i , Vj,i )
}
Figure 5. Calc1 loop from swim (after loop interchange).

array placement. Intra-variable padding increases row sizes to reduce cache conflicts (both self and cross), which increases memory
footprint. Inter-variable padding, or array placement adds unused
space between arrays, or changes the base addresses of arrays, to
reduce cache conflicts between different arrays. We use array placement to demonstrate the effectiveness of analytical optimization on
cache vulnerability.
Figure 5 shows an abstract version of a loop nest from swim
after loop interchange (detail is omitted to avoid copyright infringement). Hereafter we refer to the loop-interchanged loop as
the original loop. This loop involves 7 arrays and many more references with very complex access patterns. Exhaustive exploration
of array placement parameters for such a loop is prohibitive. For
a very small 1KB cache, and even after restricting the base addresses to the cache line boundary (=32B), the design space has
still (25 )6 = 230 combinations. Instead, we can quickly find optimal points exploiting the intuition provided by our CV equations.
Our CV equation has two parts. It first computes the total vulnerability capacity and then subtracts nonvulnerability from it. Often the total vulnerability capacity is not affected by base addresses.
Therefore our goal is to maximize nonvulnerability by changing
base addresses. Nonvulnerability is proportional to the distance between the current iteration and the earliest conflict iteration after
the previous reuse. In other words, maximum nonvulnerability occurs if a dirty cache line is evicted immediately after it is accessed,
which agrees with the intuition. However, since frequent cache conflict will increase runtime, which negatively impacts cache vulnerability, our strategy is to evict as soon as possible those dirty cache
lines that will not be accessed for a long time.
In our original loop in Figure 5, dirty cache lines are generated
only by the four LHS (left-hand side) references. We can evict
those lines by creating conflicts between each of them and any
of the ensuing accesses. Let us use write accesses for that, since
write misses generally incur less penalty. Then we have a chain of
conflicts like this: Aj,i+1 → Bj+1,i → Cj+1,i+1 → Dj,i . The
last reference Dj,i can be made to have conflict with one of the
read references in the next iteration.
To derive formulas let us assume that all the arrays are initially
placed at offset zero modulo the cache size, and that we can independently control the offset µX of each array X. Note that this can
be implemented very easily without losing optimality. Let us also
assume µA = 0. Then the above chain of conflicts gives the offsets
of the other three arrays. For instance, between A and B:

⇔

Addr(Aj,i+1 ) ≡ Addr(Bj+1,i )
µA + jM + (i + 1) ≡ µB + (j + 1)M + i

where ≡ is equality under modulo on the cache size and M is the
size of each row (assuming every array has the same row size).
For the last reference, we must consider the next iteration, which
can be either the next j-iteration or the next i-iteration. For each
case we can set up a different array to have conflict with Dj,i . We
explore three choices.

8. Summary

Figure 6. Cache vulnerability and runtime reduction through array
placement.
Loop
Original (loop-interchanged)
Simple choice
Pareto-optimal 1
Pareto-optimal 2

CV (bc)
14.08M
2.69M
1.36M
3.92M

%reduc.
−
80.9%
90.3%
72.1%

RT (c)
47.7K
53.6K
45.8K
40.0K

%incr.
−
12.4%
–3.9%
–16.2%

Table 3. Array placement optimization results for swim

To combat the threat of soft errors, techniques have been developed at all abstractions of processor design. Software schemes are
particularly useful since they provide flexibility of application and
therefore overheads, and can be applied in current or even previous
generation processors, and most importantly, are irreplaceable as a
last-minute fix. Caches are the most “vulnerable” component in the
processor, and traditional ECC-based techniques are getting used
up in manufacturing errors, and effectively only parity protection
remains. While there exist some microarchitectural techniques to
reduce cache vulnerability, there are no compiler based techniques.
This is chiefly owing to the lack of efficient schemes to estimate
cache vulnerability – for which only simulation based techniques
are known. This paper develops analytical techniques to efficiently
and statically estimate cache vulnerability of programs, opening the
doors for compiler techniques to trade-off power and performance
for reliability. Our experiments demonstrate that often it is possible to trade-off a little performance for a significant vulnerability
reduction by simple code transformations. In addition, we demonstrate how the insights from vulnerability calculations can be used
to innovate simple practical schemes to reduce program vulnerabilities.
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(1) Simple choice: Using Uj,i+1 and Pj,i
⇔

Addr(Dj,i ) ≡ Addr(Uj,i+1 )|j=j+1
µD + jM + i ≡ µU + (j + 1)M + (i + 1)

and
Addr(Dj,i )|j=N −1 ≡ Addr(Pj,i )|i=i+1,j=0
⇔

µD + (N − 1)M + i ≡ µP + (i + 2)

Figure 6 plots CV and runtime results from simulation for
random offsets (5000 instances). It also shows the CV and
runtime for the original loop, which is about the center of the
distribution. For parameters we use N = 14 and M = 16, and
the cache size is set to 1KB. Compared to the original loop, our
simple choice can reduce CV by more than 80%, which further
validates our static vulnerability model. However the runtime is
significantly increased. Although it is not surprising given that
we have tried only to reduce CV, it suggests that cache misses
should be considered in order to get truly optimal parameters.
(2) Pareto-optimal: To contain the runtime increase problem we
resort to traditional CM reduction methods such as [10]. The
key idea is to make the read references conflict as little as
possible. Close examination of the offsets determined by the
simple choice reveals that µU = µC and µV = µA , which
creates unnecessary conflicts and increases runtime. The latter
is because we did not set any constraint on µV , which defaulted
to zero, and the former is by chance. To improve the situation
we set up a different reference Vj+1,i to have conflict with
Dj,i along the j-loop, and used either Pj,i+1 or Pj+1,i to have
conflict along the i-loop, which gives two sets of parameters.
Then the remaining free array U is assigned an offset that is
farthest away from all the other arrays. The simulation results
for these sets of parameters are shown in Figure 6 (marked as
Optimal). Both points are pareto-optimal, and reduces CV by
up to 90% or runtime by up to 16% compared to the original
loop. Table 3 summarizes the exploration results.
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